Medical professionals share how MR-SPOT ®
skin markers improved departmental
communication and diagnostic accuracy in MRI

”

MRI Technologist, Hartford, CT
Skin markers serve an important purpose: marking the
anatomy so the doctors can see where there is a point of pain,
a mass, or an area of interest. Without that marker, it can be
hard to tell where something is hurting on an MRI. You really
need to pinpoint it.

“I used to tape almonds, mayonnaise packs, or mustard packs
to patients. They wouldn’t show up well and when that happens,
it’s more work for the interpreting physician.
“I hated using the fish oil and vitamin E capsules. Imaging a
total spine can take up to two hours. Those capsules would
just dissolve and disappear. It would be nasty. Those capsules
would melt and get all over the table and the patient. I knew
there had to be something better.
“I have been using MR-SPOT skin markers for twenty years.
They are so easy to use. Just place the markers and poof!
They show up on every slice and the doctors are happy. They
serve their purpose - marking the anatomy and pin-pointing so
doctors can see the mass or point of pain.”

”

MRI Supervisor, New York, NY
MR-SPOT skin markers help our technologists and radiologists
communicate areas of focus, concern, and confirm coverage
in MRI imaging. Vitamin capsules or fish oils do not appear
bright on the image and can be easily missed. They can also
melt over during exam and do not image after a few sequences.

“Our orthopedic hospital uses MR-SPOT skin markers for the
long bone extremities to localize the area of pain. We also mark
areas like the ribs if there’s
pain after trauma or sports
impact to ensure coverage
on the MRI. Ortho-SPOT
Packets™ are used when
we need a smaller skin
marker for imaging hands,
fingers, and feet or to
denote a scar or tumor.”

”

MRI Supervisor, Evanston, IL

We prefer MR-SPOT skin markers because they stick well.
We use MR-SPOT Packets™ to denote soft tissue masses,
extremities, and spines as well as for breast and breast biopsy
exams. These skin markers do not artifact in areas of interest.
The markers are easy on the skin and patients are comfortable
with them. Most importantly, they are bright on the image and
the different sizes work well for all types of anatomy.”

”

Lead MRI Technologist, New Britain, CT
It’s frustrating when we rely on unprofessional skin markers
like capsules; they don’t serve their purpose. Doctors have
a hard time discerning the area of interest and technologists
that apply the markers are disappointed by the results. The
vitamin E and fish oil capsules would not image clearly and you
could only see them on a few sequences. They just weren’t
consistent or reliable.

“The (vitamin) capsules are pretty hard; not at all soft.
Depending on what you’re scanning and where that mass is
that you’re trying to localize, it could be very uncomfortable for
the patient, especially if they have to lay there for a while. To
make matters more complicated,
the capsules are kind of ‘onesize fits all.’ If I needed a longer
marker I would have to make
it myself and tape a couple of
capsules together.
“MR-SPOT skin markers work
very well! We apply them to the
level of the thoracic spine we are
scanning through, and we see
them in all the images just like we
need to; consistent and reliable.”
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5.0cm Radiance® filled packet
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• for thoracic spines, larger areas of interest
• designed for optimum patient comfort

• for extremities, soft tissue masses,
and breast MRI
• designed for optimum patient comfort

• ideal for orthopedic, pediatric, or breast
imaging in MRI
• designed for optimum patient comfort

MR-SPOT®

MR-SPOT®

PinPoint®

3.0cm Radiance® filled tube

1.5cm Radiance® filled tube

6mm Radiance® filled pellet
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• for thoracic spines, larger areas of interest
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• for extremities, soft tissue masses,
and breast MRI
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• for small field of view imaging in MRI
• precisely identify an exact area of
interest within MRI
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WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS:
• Single Patient Use Only; Do Not Reuse
• External Use Only; Do Not Ingest or Swallow
• Do Not Place on Compromised Skin
• Remove After Use
• Not made with natural rubber latex
• Lead-Free
• Non-Sterile

If any serious incident
occurs in relation to
this device, report it
to Beekley Medical
and to the competent
authority of the
Member State in which
the user and/or patient
is established.
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